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Abstract

Co-ordinated Research Pr 'ect (CRP) as recently been completed on the Improvement of
Safety Assessment Methodologies for Near-Surface Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities
(ISAM). A major aspect of the roject was the use of safety cases for the practical application
of safety assessment. An overview of the ISAM safety cases is given in this paper.

1. Introduction

The primary focus of ISAM was n the methodological aspects of safety assessment wth
emphasis on the practical application of the methodology. This is because pactical
application is usually necessary for a thorough understanding of safety assessment
approaches. For this reason one of the main components of the pro'ect was the development
of safety cases by participants working as a group to test and understand safety assessment
approaches, and to provide practical experience in their mlementation. The safety
assessments developed during the pr 'ect have been as realistic as ossible, and were closely
linked to concurrent methodological developments.

The primary focus of ISAM was on the practical application of safety assessment
methodologies. Among the activities that were conducted prior to the first RCM in Vienna
was an nternational survey of sfety assessment approaches and disposal technologies being
used throughout the world. Review of this survey allowed the program to more accurately
focus on the needs of participants. On the basis of the survey., three kinds of practcal
situations were addressed in the program within three Safety Cases: The RADON-Type
Safety Case, the Vault Safety Case, and the Borehole Safety Case.

2. Vault Safety Case

The Vault Safety Case was established to conduct an assessment of the type of facility that is
currently considered state of the art. In this context, the Vault safety case was establishe to
evaluate a typical current design for power plant waste in a typical Western European or
North American context. Many of the participants of this roup were experienced
practitioners of safety assessment, nd as a result this safety case was used to improve the
technical basis for a number of emerging methods for improving transparency and traceability
of assumptions, models, and sceriari(S.
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I I I IThe ph,, scal and bological setting of the safety case was at Vaa1puts S. Africa. Data related
to this site was volunteered by the South African participants to forn-i the basis for the ISAM
safetv cases.

The particular purposes of the Vault Safety Case assessment were:
• to assess the level of safety of the disposal system using currently available

Information:
• to I the most important uncertainties; to suggest further data collection and/or

alternative conceptual models that may be the subject of future safety assessment
iterations; and

• to increase confidence that the site and facility design will be suitable for waste
disposal and that future investment in site characterisation and other activities will be
worthwhile.

It is considered that the Vault Safety Case assessment has fulfilled each of these alms.

3. RADON-Type Safety Case

The RADON-ty. pe Safety Case was established to conduct an assessment of a type of disposal
facilltv for medical and ndustrial waste that is common throughout Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union. Safety assessments of these facilities have a number of key features,
including:

• Limited historical records of past disposal
• Uncertaintv in addressing engineered barriers

Uncertainty in regulatory structure and assessment context

Many of the participants conducting this safety case were inexperienced in conducting safety
assessments, since such assessments have not been required of these facilities in the past.
Consequently, this safety case was conducted with a view to introducing both basic and
advanced concepts in safety assessment to these countries. In this, the safety case is

'dered to be an unqualified success, as a number of participants n the pr 'ect became
cons] I I I I Oi
highly qualified experts through their participation in ISAM. The assessments conducted
through the ISAM project were among the first conducted for these kinds of facilities, and
work is ongoing in a number of countries to conduct real safety assessments for real RADON-
t I I I I I I I
ype dsposal facilities. These assessments are anticipated to lead to sgnificantly improved

levels of safety in countries with these facilities.

4. Borehole Safetv Case

The Borehole Safety Case was established to investigate, from a safety assessment
perspective, a novel concept for the disposal of spent radiation sources in developing
countries. The borehole technology is intended to be implemented with minimal indigenous
technology, and to provide an easily implemented solution to a common, significant problem
in developing countries.

The Borehole Safety Case was attended by the fewest members of the three. Nonetheless, the
participants ade excellent progress, and were able to complete a substantial set of safety
assessment analyses. These analyses represent a good first step toward demonstrating the
vlability of the disposal concept for its intended purpose. Consequently, the conclusions of
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this safety case from the ISAM pro' t a sgnificant ster, toward improving waste
safety in developing countries.

5. Summary

The Safety Cases represented test beds to apply approaches developed in Scenario, Modeling
and Data, and Confidence Building Working Groups in parallel with their activity. By
applying these approaches to actual safety cases, additional information was generated about
their feasibility, including details of the FEPs list and the scenario gnerating process.

The use of Safety Cases proved invaluable to understanding ad improving the safety
assessment methodology. This was particularly evident in the �/ault Safety Case, which
brought together experienced safety assessment experts in a oruni that allowed significant
new testing of emerging aspects of' safety assessment. Furthermore, the application to the
RADON-type safety case led to the dissemination of concepts of safety assessment into a
number of countries and situations in which it had previously seer limited use. In addition,
the Borehole Safety Case shed new light on the problem of sent radiation sources in
developing countries.
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